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Our AI research and development facilities in USA and Egypt allow us to solve today’s complex
problems, customize real-life AI applications for positive future impact, and drive innovation in
the MENA region.
We are a group of machine learning PhDs, physicists, computer engineers, data scientists,
developers, and business leaders who are passionate to revolutionize the future of enterprises in
public and private sectors across the MENA with AI and machine learning technologies.
Epsilon AI is also dedicated to preparing Trainees worldwide for an Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Future and the 4th Industrial Revolution. Our goal is to train talents worldwide to build this AI
Future. We are doing this by equipping Trainees with practical skills in AI, Deep Learning,
Machine Learning and Data Science. Our core strength is offering long-term and short-term
courses in AI and help Trainees to become, a better-equipped and empowering them to face
this competitive era.

We are a leading provider of AI products and solutions, and we are helping organizations in the
public and private sectors to overcome the common obstacles to successful AI adoption:
First, by providing easy-to-use products and custom solutions that do not require extensive
training or specialized skills to use.
Second, by providing consulting services, including help with the design and execution of
effective AI strategies, as well as data audits.
Third, by providing training courses, both broad for general business and technical audiences
and highly customized for particular sectors, agencies and enterprises.

Move People and Companies into the next industrial revolution and to be the leading driver
of AI economy, to achieve our goal, we partnered with many of the world’s greatest minds in
the AI industry

our mission is to push the boundaries of technology and to empower the future's economy by
Helping companies and Individuals discover, learn, and adopt Artificial Intelligence
technologies, and provide real value immediately to achieve short and long-term goals
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Eslam Abdelhameed

--Chief Technical officer CTO

--Technical Lead @ EpsilonAI
--Software Engineer at EGCERT

@Epsilon AI
--Post-Doc, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology - MIT
--Ph. D. University of Cambridge –
Computer Vision
--Current research: using machine
learning and deep neural nets in
time series forecasting, image
coloring and image segmentation

PH.D.
Mohsen Moftah

MS.C.
Ahmed ElNaggar

--M.Sc. in Computer and
--Ph.D., AIN SHAMS UNIVERSITY
systems engineering
electronics and communication
--Senior Cognitive Engineer
-- NLP SPECIALIST @ Epsilon AI
(RPA) at Epsilon AI
--NLP SPECIALIST - Arab
--Senior Cognitive Engineer
Academy for Science &
(RPA) at Advansys-ESC
Technology and Maritime
--Machine
learning technology
Transport
consultant at TIEC ministry of
--Post Graduate Studies in
communication
Computer Engineering, New
--Research Assistant at
Mexico State University New
CATLab(communications and
Mexico, USA
aerospace lab), Zewail city of
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MS.C.
Ahmed Medhat

MS.C.
Doaa Mahmoud

--M.sc in Operations Research,

--M.Sc. Of Statistics Big Data
Analytics, Cairo University
-- Big Data Analyst at Epsilon AI

--NLP Specialist at EpsilonAI
--AI Engineer at adam.ai
--AI Engineer at Toptal
--AI engineer at Botler.io
--Certified AI engineer, IBM

MS.C.
Hassan Badawy

ENG.
Mohamed ElTouny

ENG.
Abdo Ghareeb

ENG.
Taha hussien

--M.Sc., AI TECHNICAL TEAM
LEADER at INTDV
--NLP Specialist @ EpsilonAI
--Artificial Intelligence
Researcher (Part Time) at
orange labs

--Predictive Analysis at
EpsilonAI
--Predictive Analysis at NBE
--Senior Big Data Engineer at
Vodafone
--Sr. Big Data & BI Engineer at
e-finance

--Data scientist at EpsilonAI
--Data scientist and Machine
Learning Engineer at
ANALYTICS PATROLS
--Data scientist at Lyra
analytics - Part time --Data
science Instructor at NTI

--Data scientist at EpsilonAI
--Data scientist at Etisala
Misr

Statistics & Mathematics.
-- Data Scientist at Epsilon AI
--Data Scientist at AUC

ENG.
Ali Abdelaal

ENG.
Ahmed Emad
--Big Data Analyst at
EpsilonAI
--Senior Big Data analyst at
Vodafone
--Big Data Analytics Engineer
at CIB Egypt
--Big Data Engineer at ThinkBig
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Industry Solutions

Financial Solutions
Chatbot
Highly accurate, service-specific
bots; deployable to any platform.
Fraud Detection
Identify and eliminate fraud cases
using complex datasets and
algorithms.
Risk Management
Plan your business' future using
artificial intelligence.
Data Management
Gain better insight into your data
by analyzing and resolving
relevant data.
Customer Experience
Optimize and simplify your
customers' journey
Detect Anti-Money Laundering
Detect and prevent anti-money
laundering within your institution.
Decision Making for Loans &
Credit
Grant effective credit approvals by
evaluating and assessing
businesses

Telecommunications
Solutions

Other Solutions

HealthCare
Extract value from patient data with
Customer-Relationship
transformative analytics approaches
Management
Real Estate
Improve your business'
AI Benefits for real estate agents and
relationship with customers, to
clients
drive your sales growth.
Pharmaceutical
Cost Reduction
Advanced research and diagnosis
Cut extra overhead costs by
using artificial intelligence.
analyzing system efficiency.
Insurance
Network Analytics
Adopt effective network analysis Drastically improve efficiency by
tools to manage and secure your using artificial intelligence to process
resolution data.
complex networks.
Government
Predictive Monitoring
Revolutionize government
Detect and diagnose potential
operations and public policy
issues to resolve and avoid
objectives.
disruption of service.
Human Resources
Customer Segmentation
Effectively target customers based Improve efficiency by automating
repetitive task, track, and boost
on shared characteristics,
employee performance.
powered by machine learning.
Agriculture
Leverage computer vision and deep
learning algorithms to monitor crop
and soil health.
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AI Services

VIDEO ANALYTICS AND FACIAL
RECOGNITION
video analytics and facial
recognition solutions for the
various agencies and
organizations

SMART MARKETING

RETAIL
Match in-store reality with
your expectations

INTELLIGENT VIRTUAL
ASSISTANTS
Chatbots and voice bots to
automate customer engagement.

Discover SEO, SEM, Analytics and
Social services with Integrated
Artificial Intelligence

PROCESS AUTOMATION

COST REDUCTION

Document Ingestion: You receive
too many paper documents with
varying formats and have to
manually enter the data into
your ERP

Reduce Operating Costs and
Improve Efficiency

SMART FACTORY SOLUTIONS

CUSTOMER-RELATIONSHIP
MANAGEMENT

Increase production yield while
reducing scrap, rework, and recalls
with industrial artificial intelligence
(AI) and predictive quality analytics

With A.I. you can anticipate a
customer’s needs without them
ever having to pick up the phone,
to drive your sales growth.

FRAUD DETECTION
Identify and eliminate fraud
cases using complex datasets
and algorithms.
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CUSTOMER
SEGMENTATION

PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE
AND MONITORING

customer data can be pored
over and analyzed more
thoroughly to generate more
detailed, targeted segments, as
well as automate the process of
personalizing campaigns for
each section.

both high repair costs and time
spent unnecessarily doing
maintenance are minimized,
preventing asset failure by
analyzing production data to
identify patterns and predict
issues before they happen.

COMPUTER VISION ALARM
SYSTEM

INTERNAL AUDITING

Improves security and efficiency
by Build computer vision systems
like fire alarm and other
perimeter protection products.

process, read and analyze
internal auditing reports and
documents.

SENTIMENTAL ANALYSIS
Gather human-annotated
sentiment data in 300+ languages.

CUSTOM ADVANCED AI
SOLUTIONS
Some of the best AI-driven
opportunities are so novel or
specialized that they may not fit an
existing product.
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We provide training courses, both broad for general business and technical audiences and highly customized for
particular sectors, agencies and enterprises
Our training programs accredited and licensed by CERTNEXUS, a global provider of industry-validated,
vendor-neutral, emerging technology certifications under the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI)/International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 17024:2012 standard to meet the international
training and credentialing standards

Certified Data
Scientist Professional CDSP

Certified Deep
Learning Specialist CDLS

Certified Computer
Vision Specialist - CCVS

Certified NLP
Specialist - CNLPS

Certified Big Data
Associate - CBDA

Certified Artificial
Intelligence
Practitioner - CAIP
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DSBIZ
Data Science for
Business Professionals

AIBIZ
AI for Business
Professionals

DOWNLOAD BROCHURE
TRAINING PROGRAMS BROCHURE

ETBIZ
Emerging Tech for
Business Professionals
(AIBIZ, DSBIZ, and IoTBIZ)
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Get in Touch

Egypt
Location: Elserag Shopping Mall,
Residential Building 1,
Makram Ebeid, Nasr City,
cairo 11762
Telephone: +2 (011) 2288-5566 /
+2 (010) 1193-3233 /
+2 02 2274 9985
Website: https://epsiloneg.com
Email: info@epsiloneg.com
CR# 118268 TAX# 672-411-008

USA
Location: 919 N Market St, Wilmington, DE
19801

Telephone:

+1 (408) 641-4068 / +1(415) 683-7459
+1 (415) 877-6750 / +1 (917) 4721201
Website: https://epsilonaii.org
Email: info@epsilonaii.org
CR# 7078427

TAX# 38-4095665
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www.epsiloneg.com

Schedule a call to learn how can we help you
SCHEDULE A CALL

E-mail: info@epsiloneg.com
Telephone: +201122885566 / +201011933233 / +202-22749985
Location: Elserag mall, Building 1, entrance 1, floor 11, Nasr city 1,
Cairo, Egypt

We attempt to respond to queries in 24 hours or less. However, over weekends and holidays, our responses may
take up to 72 hours.
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